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This work presents a decision support systemwhich uses machine learning to support early prediction of
bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD) for extremely premature infants after their first week of life. For that
purpose a knowledge database was created based on the historical data gathered including data on 109
patients with birth weight less than or equal to 1500 g. The core of the database consists of support
vector machine and logit regression classification results calculated specifically for that system, and
obtained by considering 214 different combinations of 14 risk factors. Based on the results obtained and
user demands, the system recommends the best methods and the most suitable parameter subset among
those currently available to the user. The program is also able to estimate the accuracy, sensitivity and
specificity together with their standard deviations. The user is also given information on which addi-
tional parameter it is worth adding to his measurement system most and what an increase in prediction
efficiency it is expected to trigger. The BPD can be predicted by the system with the accuracy reaching up
to 83.25% in the best-case scenario, i.e. higher than for most of the models presented in the literature.
This work presents a set of examples illustrating the difficulties in obtaining one single model that can be
widely used, and thus explaining why an expert system approach is much more useful in day-to-day
clinical practice. In addition, the work discusses the significance of the parameters used and the impact of
a chosen method on the sensitivity and specificity.

& 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD) is a chronic pulmonary
disorder affecting premature infants [1], which results in sig-
nificant morbidity and mortality: almost a third of infants with
birth weight lower than 1000 g [2] are affected. This chronic lung
disease is most common among children with low birth weight
and those who received prolonged mechanical ventilation to treat
the respiratory distress syndrome. Due to the fact that the disease
is poorly understood, many research projects are focused on
identifying its risk factors. It is known that steroids applied before
the eighth day of life can prevent BPD development; however, the
risks of such treatment may outweigh the benefits [3]. Since illness
cannot be diagnosed until the 28th day of life [4], it is very
important to predict such a result by the end of the first week,
which would enable early intervention and an increased likelihood
of preventing the disease [3]. Therefore, an intensive work has
been done to define a classifier, based on static parameters
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(gathered just after birth) and dynamic ones (collected during the
first week of life), which would be able to predict the diagnosis.
The literature [5–15] reports several prediction models of BPD
used in the research. However, none of them could be used in
common clinical practice due to a variety of reasons. For instance,
when for some reason there was no technical capability to mea-
sure one of the parameters just after birth or the mensuration was
delayed, no models based on that variable can be used. Similarly,
when using roentgenographic scoring systems – an image of suf-
ficient quality which could be compared with a database, espe-
cially by a machine, is extremely hard to obtain, because of cea-
seless child movements. Therefore, it is essential to propose an
expert system which could advise on which model and method to
choose in a given situation.
2. Background

As already mentioned, there are numerous papers devoted to BPD,
its risk factors and prediction [16–21]. The most common factors are
derived from the analysis of static data among which gestational age
and birth weight are mainly considered [9,12,13,15,18,21]. The other
factors covered by the literature are administration of surfactant
orting an early prediction of the bronchopulmonary dysplasia,
015.08.016i
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[3,17–19,22], presence of patent ductus arteriosus (PDA) [3,9,14,16–
18,20,22–24], or respiratory support [14,21]. Some of the papers
introduced sex [3,18,19,21] or even race and ethnicity [21] as factors
which seem to be promising. Unfortunately, due to the Polish social
structure proposing the second as a parameter in our system would
require a very big set of data which we do not have. An analysis of
dynamical data can be found in the literature much less frequently,
because it requires a constant acquisition of data during the first week
of life. Most common parameters acquired that way are arterial blood
gas variables like fraction of inspired oxygen (FiO2) [6,7,9,12,13,20,22]
or alveolar–arterial ratio (AA) [25,26] (which is respiratory distress
degree measure Eq. (B.1); blood gas levels like oxygen saturation of
arterial hemoglobin (SpO2) [27] and its standard deviation, mean
value, etc. [26], or even time series analysis [28]; heartbeat and its
derivatives [26]. One can find several papers regarding BPD prediction
with analysis of radiological images [8,10,11]. Unfortunately, during
our investigation we found that those to which we had access and
which were taken before fourth day of life give ambiguous results.
Most likely, the infants’ lungs were not developed enough in that stage
of life. Therefore, we were not able to use lung images in presented
system.

The vast majority of studies make use of logit regression
(LOGIT) and the best of such models are able to achieve accuracy
in the range 73–82%; some authors use neural networks [26] with
accuracy over 80%. A few mention that use of support vector
machine (SVM) [29] could give interesting results, but nobody has
really investigated that method in the context of BPD prediction.
That is why we compared SVM with LOGIT classifiers in our pre-
vious papers [30,31]. Generally, SVM models have proved to be
more unstable than LOGIT and should be used with a particular
care. However, we proved that in certain situations choosing a
proper SVM model even from a limited group of randomly con-
structed ones may lead to better results.

In the a lack of a generally accepted model, a multitude of the
ones proposed in the literature and considering our previous sci-
entific experience in this respect, we propose to use an expert
system. Such a system would assist doctors in deciding which
parameters to measure, and which method to use in certain cir-
cumstances instead of searching for a single universal method of
BPD forecasting. Since we did not find any mention of such a system
in the literature we decided to construct one.
3. Materials and methods

3.1. Data collection

Thanks to the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit of The Department
of Pediatrics at the Jagiellonian University Medical College, we
were able to collect data with our own software. It includes 109
patients born prematurely with birth weight less than or equal to
1500 g, admitted no later than on the second day of life. For 46 of
them BPD has been diagnosed after the fourth week of life. Data
has been normalized to [�1,1].

In the proposed expert system we consider 14 different fea-
tures which are used in BPD prediction:

(a) binary parameters such as
� presence of patent ductus arteriosus (pda),
� use of a respirator (respimv) during the first week of life,
� administration of surfactant (surfact) in the same period;

(b) real-valued (range in parentheses) such as
� birth weight (bweight) (550–1500 g),
� gestational age (gage) (22–34 weeks),
� alveolar–arterial ratio (aa) (0.05–1) measured during patient

admission, which depends on FiO2 Eq. (B.1),
Please cite this article as: M. Ochab, W. Wajs, Expert system support
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� the percentage of time during the first week for which the
oxygen saturation of hemoglobin was less than 85% low85( )
(0.03–12.45%) or higher than 94% high94( ) (14.56–99.02%)
[27],

� average number of heartbeats per minute (bpmmean)
(124.69–161.42 bpm),

� mean and standard deviation of oxygen saturation
spo mean spo dev2 , 2( ) (89.89–98.99% and 1.19–7.98, respec-
tively) and their trends (first day to first week ratio:
bpmmean tr spo mean tr spo dev tr, 2 , 2_ _ _ ) (0.8–1.18 , 0.96–1.07
and 0.51–2.36, respectively).

 

 

3.2. Prediction methods

As a prediction methods in our systemwe used SVM and LOGIT.
A brief description of these two algorithms, with the equations
and an explanation of the parameters, is provided in Appendix A.
All computations were performed in the Matlab R2013a environ-
ment. To obtain probability of positive diagnosis, in LOGIT calcu-
lations we used functions glmfit and glmval, whereas in SVM we
used LIBSVM library (version 3.17) [32] in C-SVC mode with a
sigmoid kernel function, Eq. (1). As mentioned in the previous
paper [31], the analysis of several arbitrary tested models revealed
that for the specified problem C-SVC method is more effective
than nu-SVC (which simply means that the acceptable range of
penalty parameter c, Eq. (A.6), is from zero to infinity, rather than
between [0,1]). It has also been investigated that the sigmoid
kernel function gives better results and is much faster in finding
the separating hyperplane than the radial basis function, Eq. (2):

Sigmoid K X X X X r: , tanh , 1i j i
T

jγ( ) = ( + ) ( )

RBF K X X e: , , 0, 2i j
X Xi j

2 γ( ) = > ( )γ− ∥ − ∥

where r,γ are kernel parameters.
Accuracy (ACC) defined as below was considered as a pre-

liminary result measure. The sensitivity (TPR) and specificity (SPC)
were also obtained the same way:
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where TP is True Positives, FP is False Positives, FN is False Nega-
tives, TN is True Negatives, i is the Jackknife iteration, n¼30 is the
number of iterations.  
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3.3. Knowledge database construction procedure

Due to the fact that calculations were made on such a small set
of data (109 patients only), a special attention was required in
order to find a model that is the most likely to be independent of
the specific learning data. Therefore, we decided to use a method
similar to Jackknife [33]: for each feature combination and
method, calculations were repeated 30 times, each time randomly
excluding 10 samples of data and using a cross-validation proce-
dure on the rest of it (each patient was treated as a test sample
while the remaining data were a learning set). This way the
standard deviation and the mean value of accuracy, sensitivity and
specificity were obtained, giving an estimate of the model ‘sensi-
tivity’ to the data structure and its limited size. Each time we refer
in this paper to ACC, TPR or SPC values we mean these averages
computed as presented in Eq. (6). Additionally, in the SVM com-
putations the sigmoid parameter γ ( 2 , 2 , , 215 14 3γ = …− − , Eq. (1))
and penalty parameter c ( c 2 , 2 , , 25 4 15= …− − , Eq. (A.6)) were
optimized for each model (as extensively discussed in [31], stan-
dard procedure of cross-validation and parameters optimization
for LIBSVM which is grid py. script was not used, because it is not
suitable for that problem and gives false results). The coefficient r
in Eq. (1) was constant and arbitrarily set to 0 as suggested in SVM
library tutorial. Examples of optimized surfaces are presented in
Appendix C. In LOGIT, after cross-validation – at the stage of ACC
calculation, instead of optimizing parameters –, a threshold value
of probability is found, which maximizes the prediction accuracy.
The full algorithm for SVM is presented below (Algorithm 1):

Algorithm 1. SVM models evaluation.
for
f

e
f

e
e
b

sel

pri
for

s

p
en
for

s

en
sel

pri

Ple
Co
each feature_combination do
or c2 , 2 , , 2 2 , 2 , , 215 14 3 5 4 15γ = … × = …− − − − do
for 1…30 do
patients¼delete_10_random(all_patients);
for each test_patient of patients do
learn_patients¼patients�test_patient;
predict(test_patient, learn_patients);
end for
calculate ACC, TPR , SPC;
nd for
or ACC , TPR, SPC do
calculate mean_value and dev;
nd for
nd for
est_results[feature_combination]¼best(meanACC);
nd for
e

Algorithm 2. Simplified expert system algorithm in pseudo SQL.
ect MODEL where FEATURES in AVAIL_FEATURES order by
ACC group by METHOD;
nt best result for each method;
each METHOD if (DEV > 3.5)
elect MODEL where FEATURES in AVAIL_FEATURES and
METHOD and DEV < 3.5 order by ACC;
rint alternative model for given method with lower DEV;
d for
each not AVAIL_FEATURES as ADD_FEAUTURE
elect EXT_MODEL where FEATURES in AVAIL_FEATURE-
SþADD_FEAUTURE order by ACC;
d for
ect ADD_FEATURE FROM not AVAIL_FEATURES where max
(ACC) in EXT_MODEL;
nt propose additional feature which give max improvement;
ase cite this article as: M. Ochab, W. Wajs, Expert system supportin
mput. Biol. Med. (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compbiomed.2015.0
ect FEATURE from AVAIL_FEATURES where FEATURE not in
(MODEL or EXT_MODEL);
nt features which can be omitted;

 

pri

Some randomly chosen models, for which high accuracy was
reported, were tested again, this time excluding the data of 30
random patients (instead of 10). This way we could confirm that
by increasing the number of learning data we also increase the
accuracy of prediction and so overfitting does not occur (more
comprehensive analysis is presented in [31]).

3.4. Logic structure of the expert system

Having the knowledge database, authors worked out a computer
programwhich is able to propose a prediction method. The method
suggestion is based on the results of the previous calculations and
on the set of parameters that are available for a given case. The
system was developed as a web application using MySQL and PHP.
Simplified algorithm of the system in pseudo-SQL is presented in
Algorithm 2. At first the system searches for the historical results
using simple queries that achieved the best ACC for each method
and which have the features selected by the user. If deviation of the
model thus found is too high, the user is notified. At the same time,
using the same method, the system is looking for another result
that meets the deviation requirements. In the next stage the pro-
gram tries to add to the previous query a single explanatory variable
not selected by the user and checks if there occurs an increase in
ACC (see Section 3.6.1). If there does, the best one is presented to
the user. At last, the application checks if there are any parameters
selected by the user that did not appear in the results of all the
previous queries. One should consider omitting all such parameters.
Sample system output is presented in Example 1.

3.5. Capabilities of the expert system

First, the user selects from among available feature measure-
ments; then, the system looks for highest ACC model which could
be used for prognosis. It recommends a parameter set and a
method of calculation (SVM or LOGIT). In addition, the application
presents the best possible model when using an alternative
method. For each recommended forecast model, the expected ACC,
TPR, SPC values are presented. What is important, also a standard
deviation is presented, which is a measure of how much different
(better or worse) results should the user expect in a real prediction
of that case. If the deviation is too high (default limit is arbitrarily
set to 3.5, which seems to be reasonable in most cases) a warning
is shown and another, alternative model is proposed; a custom
threshold value can also be defined at the beginning of the search
procedure. Further, the user learns which parameters are not
worth an effort to measure, because they are not increasing the
accuracy of prognosis. Furthermore, the system is able to show
which feature should be additionally measured if possible and by
how much ACC, TPR and SPC could benefit from that.

3.6. Experiments

3.6.1. Sequential model expansion in the expert system
We performed a series of experiments to analyze and present

the system responses in a transparent way.
At first, one parameter only was selected and the system was

asked which feature should be chosen to construct the best two-
parameter model. Next, in the second trial, the procedure was
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Table 1
Results of the experiments performed (Section 3.6.1).

Table presents results of all experiments generated by the expert system. Each column contains a result of the nth experiment. The aim of the experiments was to find the
best additional feature to the model defined by parameters in previous columns of the selected row. The accuracy of each new model is presented below the winning
explanatory variable: on the left side are SVM results, LOGIT on the right (result of the better method is in bold). Parameters which were marked as insignificant are
crossed out (incidentally, both the parameters are always marked as insignificant in the third and subsequent experiments). Some rows are quite short because the
system looks only for a single parameter which increases the result, but sometimes only adding two or more items at once would be successful.
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repeated on the previously proposed model and, based on that, a
three-parameter model could be built. Further experiments were
continued in the same way, until the system was no longer able to
identify an explanatory variable which would improve the pre-
diction accuracy (in practice there was no more than seven
attempts).

The above-mentioned series of experiments was repeated 14
times, each time starting from a different explanatory variable.
Below we present the full algorithm (Algorithm 3):
Algorithm 3. Experiments: upgrading models.
each variable of all_explanatory_variables do
odel:¼ variable;
epeat
new_variable:¼system → upgrade_model(model);
model → add(new_variable);
Print model, method, ACC, ...;
ntil new_variable !¼NULL;
d for  



Table 2
The best 40 models with the highest ACC and ACCdev 4< in the constructed database.

Params count BWEIGHT GAGE RESPIMV AA PDA SURFACT SPO2MEAN SPO2DEV LOW85 HIGH94 BPMMEAN BPMMEAN_TR SPO2DEV_TR SPO2MEAN_TR ACC dev ACC (%) TPR (%) SPC (%) Method

mean value

9 � � � � � � � � � 3.63 83.29 79.08 86.4 LIBSVM
8 � � � � � � � � 2.16 83.25 78.82 86.49 LIBSVM
8 � � � � � � � � 3.88 83.23 76.54 88.07 LIBSVM
9 � � � � � � � � � 2.98 83.11 75.07 88.92 LIBSVM
7 � � � � � � � 2.6 83.04 82.63 83.28 LIBSVM
8 � � � � � � � � 3.39 82.96 78.12 86.5 LIBSVM
8 � � � � � � � � 2.39 82.88 79.07 85.64 LIBSVM
6 � � � � � � 1.11 82.79 84.2 81.73 LOGIT
9 � � � � � � � � � 2.3 82.78 77.84 86.45 LIBSVM
6 � � � � � � 1.19 82.67 87.5 79.09 LOGIT
8 � � � � � � � � 2.69 82.63 78.59 85.54 LIBSVM
11 � � � � � � � � � � � 3.12 82.6 78.65 85.55 LIBSVM
5 � � � � � 1.49 82.59 84.65 81.07 LOGIT
5 � � � � � 1.32 82.56 85.25 80.54 LOGIT
6 � � � � � � 1.43 82.53 83.82 81.54 LOGIT
7 � � � � � � � 2.7 82.52 76.91 86.6 LIBSVM
6 � � � � � � 1.64 82.52 84.87 80.81 LOGIT
7 � � � � � � � 2.11 82.42 78.69 85.07 LIBSVM
8 � � � � � � � � 3.44 82.41 76.2 86.96 LIBSVM
8 � � � � � � � � 1.52 82.4 78.65 85.12 LIBSVM
6 � � � � � � 3.25 82.32 80.03 83.97 LIBSVM
10 � � � � � � � � � � 2.44 82.31 77.86 85.56 LIBSVM
8 � � � � � � � � 2.41 82.28 77.78 85.63 LIBSVM
7 � � � � � � � 1.41 82.27 83.35 81.47 LOGIT
7 � � � � � � � 1.73 82.24 83.18 81.51 LOGIT
8 � � � � � � � � 2.37 82.23 79.19 84.49 LIBSVM
7 � � � � � � � 3.75 82.22 78.11 85.1 LIBSVM
8 � � � � � � � � 1.85 82.21 79.62 84.07 LIBSVM
5 � � � � � 1.27 82.2 86.06 79.38 LOGIT
6 � � � � � � 1.76 82.2 86.31 79.25 LOGIT
7 � � � � � � � 1.99 82.19 75.2 87.17 LIBSVM
6 � � � � � � 1.79 82.18 84.76 80.28 LOGIT
6 � � � � � � 1.69 82.17 83.66 81.08 LOGIT
7 � � � � � � � 1.08 82.11 82.69 81.63 LOGIT
8 � � � � � � � � 2.24 82.08 75.32 87.01 LIBSVM
9 � � � � � � � � � 2.25 82.04 77.62 85.27 LIBSVM
8 � � � � � � � � 2.93 82.04 80.13 83.4 LIBSVM
5 � � � � � 1.96 82.04 82.97 81.35 LOGIT
9 � � � � � � � � � 2.55 82.01 78.33 84.71 LIBSVM
4 � � � � 1.73 82.01 84.38 80.34 LOGIT
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3.6.2. Features selection using basic Matlab methods

To prove that the expert system enables the user a better result

of BPD prognosis than using standard methods, we have per-
formed the following experiment. We used the widely known
sequentialfs Matlab function, which simply sequentially selects
features until no improvement of a prediction is observed. Choices
are made based on a user defined classifier:

Example 1. Sample output of the expert system.
You

T

U

You

A

A

In

Ple
Co
have selected parameters: bweight, aa, spo2mean, low85,
bpmmean, bpmmean_tr.
he best result you can achieve is LIBSVM with about 77.47%
of accuracy with dev¼3.44

(TPR¼65.42%, SPC¼86.27%).
Suggested parameters for this method are: bweight, spo2-

mean, bpmmean.
sing alternative method LOGIT you can get up to 76.8% of
accuracy with dev¼1.37

(TPR¼78.73%, SPC¼75.33%).
Suggested parameters for this method are: spo2mean,

bpmmean.
should consider measuring additional parameter gage – it

can increase the accuracy by 3.28% as follows:
ssuming dev 3.5< best result you can achieve is LIBSVM
with about 80.75% of accuracy with dev¼1.34

(TPR¼71.59%, SPC¼87.43%).
Suggested parameters for this method are: bweight, gage,

low85, bpmmean, bpmmean_tr.
ssuming dev 3.5< using alternative method LOGIT you can
get up to 80.19% of accuracy with dev¼1.43

(TPR¼73.27%, SPC¼85.07%).
Suggested parameters for this method are: gage, low85,

bpmmean, bpmmean_tr.
Your situation parameter aa can be omitted – using it doesn't
improve accuracy.
� using Logit, we performed 20 repetitions of Monte-Carlo for 10-
fold cross-validation without stratification, which provided the
best and quite stable result,

� using SVM, we found that even for 50 M-C repetitions we get
different results almost each time. A solution to the problem
proved to be a backward selection, i.e. inclusion of all para-
meters and then removing features sequentially, until the
accuracy increases. Moreover, using the method mentioned, we
were not able to optimize γ and c parameters in the selection
stage, so we had to use arbitrary chosen values c¼0, g 1= − .
We knew from our previous research that these give quite
reasonable results in most cases. The parameter optimization
was performed only after the feature selection procedure has
been completed.
4. Results

While analyzing Table 1, which presents results of experiments
mentioned in Section 3.6.1, we are able to extract much informa-
tion about BPD prediction:

� for models with a limited number of explanatory variables (less
than 7) in almost all cases LOGIT gives higher ACC than SVM
(and standard deviation of accuracy is about twice lower),

� four parameters (aa, bmpmean tr spo dev tr spo mean tr, 2 , 2_ _ _ )
never increase the result,

� high94 and spo dev2 are used once and later marked as
insignificant,
ase cite this article as: M. Ochab, W. Wajs, Expert system supp
mput. Biol. Med. (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compbiomed.2
� spo mean2 is used only once, respimv twice, and both seem to
have no significance,

� bweight is present 11 times, but each time at the end; that
means it provides some information which, however, is not
essential,

� pda seems to be quite important: 11 occurrences at places from
5 to 7,

� one of the most important features is low85: 11 occurrences at
places from 3 to 6, bpmmean: 11 occurrences at places from 2 to
6,

� surfact is the second most important item: 10 occurrences at
places 3 and 4,

� gage is the most important parameter: 11 occurrences always at
a place 2 or 3.

Summarizing, LOGIT classifier is able to provide accuracy of up to
82.67% with only 6–7 explanatory variables and in most cases with
standard deviation of ACC lower than 2.0. What might be sur-
prising, we can easily obtain more than 81%, using as few as three
features.

On the other hand, the analysis of Table 2, which presents 40 best
models found in database, shows that better results can be achieved
with the SVM classifier. When all features are available, SVM is able to
achieve accuracy as high as 83.29% TPR SPC79.08%, 86.4%( = = ),
which is a very promising result. Although in that case standard
deviation of ACC was high (dev¼3.63), the system would propose an
alternative SVM model with ACC 83.25%= ( TPR 78.82%= ,
SPC 86.49%= , using aa, pda, low85, high94, bpmmean, bpmmean tr_
and spo dev tr2 _ ). It is a slightly worse result with a significantly lower
deviation, which is only 2.16. In the same situation, using LOGIT, a user
can expect ACC of at most 82.79% TPR SPC84.2%, 81.73%( = = ) with
dev¼1.11. The application would also remark that parameters bweight,
respimv and surfact do not increase the accuracy in that case and can
be omitted no matter the method (even though bweight and surfact

were quite important in the above analysis; this inconsistency is quite
interesting and it is caused by a different approach of classifiers). Thus
SVM method is very useful when the doctor has a wide scope of
parameters to choose from or, in certain situations, when he has no
influence on the choice of measured parameters. In most cases, use of
SVM makes sense for more than seven parameters.

The analysis of the presented results reveals that in
certain situations the right selection of a method and features is not
trivial. Using common parameter selection methods in experiment
3.6.2 with Logit function, we get a model consisting of gage, surfact,
pda, bpmmean and high94. That five-element classifier can provide
ACC of 81.57% TPR SPC84.03%, 79.78%( = = ). It is indeed a good
result, but even in experiment 3.6.1 we were able to find a one with
ACC 82.2%= , not mentioning that the best Logit result for five-
parameter model found by the expert system was 82.59% (Table 2).
The difference is even larger for SVM, where the features selected
are bweight, gage, aa, surfact, spo mean2 , spo dev2 , high94, bpmmean
and spo mean tr2 _ . In such a configuration, SVM can provide an
accuracy of only 78.27% TPR SPC68, 56%, 85, 50%( = = ), while the
presented expert system is able to obtain ACC of up to 83.29% for
same number of features. Moreover, as mentioned in Section 3.6.2,
only using a backward selection we were able to get any reasonable
model candidate. Situation was probably caused by very poor SVM
results for small models – adding features one at a time only, when
improvements were very low could probably lead the algorithm to
a dead end. It can be assumed that using some more complicated
(and much more computationally complex) evolutionary algorithm
could give better results.
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5. Discussion

Generally it could be argued that LOGIT gives very good results,
using models with a high number of explanatory variables and
SVM is pointless – especially looking at the astounding result of
81.29% accuracy using only three features. However, our experi-
ence shows that, in contrast to SVM, the more variables we use,
the worse the results we get with LOGIT. Thus, we can assume that
if we extend our expert system to include more parameters
(radiological images, sex, race and ethnicity, etc.), the difference in
accuracy will highly increase to the advantage of SVM. In such a
situation, using LOGIT we will have to choose only a small number
of the most significant variables, while those which contain some
information, but not essential, will be dropped. Contrary to SVM,
which is able to profit even from less significant information.

Moreover, in certain situations we can take advantage of the
inconsistency of the methods used to assess significance of para-
meters that we have mentioned. Let us assume that the only
knowledge of the case is bweight , aa and SpO2 measurement
variables spo mean spo mean tr spo dev spo dev tr2 , 2 , 2 , 2( _ _ ). If we
have LOGIT only at our disposal, the best result achievable would
be generated by a model that uses only bweight, aa and spo mean2 :
75.57% of accuracy with dev¼1.38 (TPR¼73.23%, SPC¼77.27%).
LOGIT is not able to use the information contained in the rest of
available parameters to increase the prediction accuracy. However,
using our system, we would be advised to use SVM with the fol-
lowing set of features: bweight, aa, spo dev spo dev tr2 , 2 _ . It might
be quite surprising because, as mentioned, SVM generally does not
provide good results for small models. Nonetheless, in that situa-
tion we would get an accuracy of 78.38% with dev¼2.49
(TPR¼73.82%, SPC¼81.57%), almost 3% more than with LOGIT.

Analyzing the constructed database it has been also noticed
that in almost all cases LOGIT prediction provides higher sensi-
tivity than specificity – while using SVM exactly the opposite can
be observed. Although in common medical practice sensitivity is
mostly more important, in the context of BPD it is not so obvious.
Applying a treatment could be extremely risky in some cases, and
can proceed only having a very high confidence that it is really
needed. In such a situation knowledge of a method with the
highest specificity is essential [34].

Moreover, thanks to mentioned experiment (Section 3.6.2)
authors proved that the usage of simple features selection meth-
ods gives unsatisfactory results especially when considering SVM.
The solution could be the usage of more sophisticated methods,
which however, might be challenging due to high computational
complexity and constantly changing circumstances and doctors'
demands. For practical reasons it is much easier to use an expert
system like the one presented in this paper, which can instantly
provide the best possible solution in certain situation and inform
what are the reasonable alternatives. No matter the availability of
measurements and data, the user can easily adjust the search
procedure with desired parameters like expected standard devia-
tion of prediction result, sensitivity or specificity preferences and
features being considered. At the same time doctor can be certain
that all possible combinations are taken into account and those
worth consideration will be presented and compared. Construct-
ing a database for such an expert system is indeed computation-
ally demanding, but needs to be performed only once. Already
done, it can be used straight away in common medical practice
regardless of the various conditions – further required computa-
tions are limited to a few seconds and do not depend on a number
of learning cases.
Please cite this article as: M. Ochab, W. Wajs, Expert system supp
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6. Conclusions

6.1. Significance of the parameters

It was confirmed that one of the most important risk factors
mentioned in the literature [3,4,12–15,18,20–24,35] is the gage.
The situation is similar for pda, which is reported on [3,4,9,14,16–
18,20,22–24,31] as crucial. In that context the use of surfactant
(surfact) seems to be more important than so far believed [30,31],
especially when logit regression is used, which seems logical since
it contains some unrevealed knowledge of the doctor who has
administered it. Interestingly the low85 and bpmmean parameters,
which are quite uncommon in the literature [26,27], turned out to
be very important. The last feature which should be mentioned is
bweight, which is common in the literature and increases predic-
tion accuracy, but it does not seem to be crucial [20,30,31].

6.2. Expert system approach

Authors have found some new models which achieved higher
accuracy than the ones referred to in the literature [5–15] (differ-
ences are between 1 and 10%), but the real value of research pre-
sented herein is the possibility to predict BPD in real-life situations.
This paper presents some of the limitations encountered by doctors
on a daily basis and because of which it is very hard to use a single
model which could be deemed the best one. Therefore, the solution
is to use an expert system, which will provide a user with the best
method in a given situation and simply help make the right deci-
sion. The authors are aware of the fact that the system needs to be
extended to include more prediction methods and explanatory
variables such as already mentioned: radiological images scores,
sex, race, ethnicity, respirator setting, etc. For practical reasons, it
would be also very important to use historical data where BPD
diagnosis is not a dichotomic variable, but is a grade of severity.
Having such data, we could better predict not only the probability
of the disease, but also its intensity. Providing a user with the
possibility of searching for the best model not only by accuracy, but
also by the sensitivity or specificity – depending on requirements –
would be also very useful. The expert system presented is only the
first step in such a type of doctors’ decision support, but we think
that this is the direction worth developing.
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Appendix A. Overview of the classifiers used

A.1. Logistic regression

Probability of the dependent variable equaling a BPD positive
diagnosis (yk¼1), on the condition that the vector of explanatory
variables (features of specific case k) equals X x x x, , ,k k k n k1, 2, ,= ( ‥ ),
is defined as
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where xi k, is an explanatory variable value for feature i of case k, ai
is a regression coefficients, and n is the number of features.

In contrast to linear regression, where normal distribution of the
independent variables is assumed, and because variances of explana-
tory variables are not equal, the method of least squares cannot be
used to calculate regression coefficients. Thus, using learning data they 
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Fig. A2. Making data linearly separable with dimensional transformation with
kernel function: (a) data in R2 space and (b) data transformed to a new R3 space.
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Fig. C1. Optimization landscapes for two example models, where γ is the sigmoid
parameter, Eq. (1), and c is the penalty parameter, Eq. (A.6). The contour lines
correspond to the mean ACC values, as described in Algorithm 1: (a) eight-para-
meter model and (b) five-parameter model.

W

Fig. A1. The idea of maximizing margin between classes with hyperplane W in
SVM method. Border points which limit the largest possible margin are called the
Support Vectors.
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are usually obtained with maximum likelihood estimation by max-
imizing likelihood function (L), which is the same problem as mini-
mizing its negative logarithm:
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where k is an observation number (learning case), yk is a diagnosis for
case k, and m is the number of observations.
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Having regression coefficients ai, the probability of positive BPD
diagnosis case X can be easily predicted using Eq. (A.1).

A.2. Support vector machine

The learning data D divided into two classes y is defined as

D X y X R y, , 1, 1 . A.4k k k
n

k k
m

1= {( )| ∈ ∈ { − }} ( )=

The solution which is being searched for is a hyperplane W

W X b 0 A.5· + = ( )

that separates the two classes, and provides maximum margin, as
in Fig. A1, which is an equivalent of L-minimizing problem
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with conditions

y W X b 1 A.7k k kϕ ε( · ( ) + ) ≥ − ( )

where 0ε ≥ is a slack variable, c 0> is a penalty parameter for
each incorrectly classified point, and ϕ is a kernel function:

K X X X X, , A.8i j i
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Linearly inseparable problems, thanks to the use of a kernel
function, could be transformed into some higher dimensional space,
in which there is much higher likelihood that classes would be
separable. It should be noted that we use the function K Eq. (A.8)
which defines only a dot product of Xi and Xj in some higher
dimensional space . K can be interpreted as measure of similarity
between border points (Support Vectors) and the ones being clas-
sified in the space mentioned. Owing to what is known as ”kernel
trick”, hyperplane W is never explicitly calculated, and it is not even
required to know function ϕ which maps data to some (possibly
infinite dimensional) space [29]. Since in our research we used
sigmoid kernel function Eq. (1) for which ϕ exist only in an infinite
dimensional space, we were not able to produce any figure pre-
senting that transformation even for two features. Therefore, what
Figs. A1 and A2 show is just the ideas of maximizing the margin and
data remapping, but they do not contain any real data.
Appendix B. AA and FiO2 relation

AA
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where pO2 is the oxygen partial pressure, pATM is the atmospheric
pressure, pCO2 is the carbon dioxide partial pressure, and FiO2 is a
fraction of inspired oxygen.
Appendix C. Examples of cγ × surfaces optimized in SVM
computations

See Fig. C1.
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